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Every conspiracy theory was 100% spot on…
SmoothOpSF
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Conspiracy theory = spoiler alert.
Albfuct
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4 2 Reply

1 hour ago (Edited)

i dont believe it.  the purpose of such stories is to put people to sleep, believing they
might have been lucky, while spike protein does its damage ...

the key to remember is that spike protein will not show the result right away (while
they do everything to distract us from no virus, graphene, placebo and so on ... there
is NO test for SPIKE PROTEIN) ....

here is the great dr. chetty explain how it works since 2021 ... a real great man!

https://seemorerocks.is/dr-shankara-chetty-the-covid-spike-protein-is-a-poison-
with-an-agenda/

Pandelis
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You can't win if you don't play.  Get your boosters!
SamAdams
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1 hour ago

yep, maga!!
Pandelis





6

PREMIUM 47 minutes ago

Can't kill all the sheep right out of the gate, or they won't take the vaxxines. 
You have to have the potent batches, the moderately potent batches, the
lightly potent batches and the placebos.  If they gave everyone the potent
batches right away, and a bunch of people started tipping over, the rest of
the sheep would bleet and refuse the vax.  But poke some placebo in
people and they pat their arms and say, "I got the vax, and didn't have any
problems".  The light and moderate batches just kill more slowly.  The more
shots you get, the greater your odds of a bad outcome.  Just like playing
Russian Roulette, the more you play the greater your odds of death.

Beam Me Up Scotty





https://seemorerocks.is/dr-shankara-chetty-the-covid-spike-protein-is-a-poison-with-an-agenda/
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50 minutes ago

did the bad batches go to mostly gentiles and the placebos to
Ch0senite woke globalist scum?

Rhetorical question, FYI.

 

 

bannedcampsurvivor
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More like You can't lose your health or life if you don't play. Get your boosters!

ohm

You can't win if you don't play.  Get your boosters!
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42 minutes ago

The placebo batches provided the control arm of their live study. 

How bad is my batch…https://howbadismybatch.com/

There are no “Coincidences” 

Z Free
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30 minutes ago

Vaccine batches vary systematically in toxicity and are distributed to
unsuspecting Americans by three companies: researcher…

https://hillmd.substack.com/p/vaccine-batches-vary-in-toxicity

Z Free





https://howbadismybatch.com/
https://hillmd.substack.com/p/vaccine-batches-vary-in-toxicity
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And yet you believe, with zero proof that the spike protein can make you sick.

The theory is, based on the data that once boodles of adverse reactions started
rolling in, Pfizer delivered placebo vaccines in collusion with governments to
determine if the vaccines were the cause or to cut down on adverse reactions. 
The evidence for this is that while governments inspected the vaccine batches
that were causing boodles of adverse reactions, they did not waste their time
inspecting the placebo vaccines since they knew they were placebos.

Kim Iveresen covered this a couple of days ago.

https://rumble.com/v2wx3w0-bombshell-one-in-three-pfizer-vaccine-shots-may-
have-been-a-placebo.html

 

 

ohm

i dont believe it.  the purpose of such stories is to put
people to sleep, believing they might have been lucky,
while spike protein does its damage ...
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here is the doctor of NBC Today show who vaccinated many presenters and
gave health advice, just passed away suddenly ... this is spike protein working
... listen to dr. chetty above.

https://www.emerald.tv/p/the-vaccident-stage-of-the-covid?utm_source=post-
email-
title&publication_id=263063&post_id=132198593&isFreemail=true&utm_mediu
m=email

Pandelis
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18 minutes ago (Edited)

The point of the article is that if you had no adverse reactions from the
vaccine, you probably got a placebo. Their evidence for this is that ALL of
the vaccine batches that caused adverse reactions were tested by
governments for spoilage and content. NONE of the placebo vaccine
batches, which cause ZERO adverse reactions were tested by governments
since they knew they were placebos and testing them for spoilage and
content was a waste of time. 
 

The question you have to ask yourself is why did the government test some
vaccine batches for spoilage and content and not others? If you say they
were just randomly sample testing vaccines, then you have to explain why
ALL the vaccine batches that were NOT tested by the government had
ZERO adverse reactions - certainly statistically very unlikely. 
 

I don’t know if this theory is true. I am just presenting the evidence. If you
want a more thorough explanation, you can watch Kim Iversen.

https://seemorerocks.is/dr-shankara-chetty-the-covid-spike-protein-is-a-
poison-with-an-agenda/

She is easy on the eyes so it should not be difficult for you to watch.

ohm
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Dr. Peter McCullough: Pfizer/Moderna "Vaccines" Are Causing Heart Damage,
Not the Covid Virus Itself

https://rumble.com/v2b6mqu-dr.-peter-mccullough-pfizermoderna-
vaccines-are-causing-heart-damage-not-th.html

Dr. Peter McCullough: Covid "Vaccines" Are Causing 'The Largest Blood Clots
We've Ever Seen'

https://rumble.com/v2tqfrg-dr.-peter-mccullough-covid-vaccines-are-
causing-the-largest-blood-clots-wev.html

Z Free
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6 minutes ago

I don’t doubt that the vaccines are toxic. However, it is not the spike
proteins that make the vaccine toxic. It is the adjuvants and nano-particles
which are proven toxins that make the vaccines toxic whereas the spike
protein has not been proven to do anything.

ohm
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2 hours ago  

Purely coincidence.

Mass Murder Love from the top Demon @ Pfizer

Dr. Alfredo Victorio super Pro-Vax promoter and famous Mexican television personality
drops dead of heart attack at age 42.

End Times Prophecies
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Lmao
AtlantaJogger
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...bbbut, He was a 'Vaccine Expert!" RIP, you POS.
Normalcy Bias
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Unvaxxed!
AtlantaJogger
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Every conspiracy theory was just common sense thinking. 

1CSR2SQN

Every conspiracy theory was 100% spot on…







https://streamable.com/1eqsv1
https://streamable.com/qc8w63
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Probably more than 100%. We're still in the early stages.
JMRPete
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Oh you got the placebo? Consider yourself LUCKY
GlassHouse101
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well, that supports my suspician that they were doing experiments ...need a control
group,

I believe, they are running 100s if not 1,000s of experiments on humans...

OceanX
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2 hours ago (Edited)

Exactly.

And on many different levels as well.

Albfuct
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1 hour ago (Edited)

experiments on 8 billion people?
Pandelis
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You got it. 

Might that be a crime?

JMRPete
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Hence the real reason for tracking the vaccine lot numbers on those proof of
vaccination cards.

konputa
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PREMIUM 2 hours ago

Highly likely that the vax passport system was just a way of gathering data to see
who got what shot - whilst everyone panicked about some dystopia future, they
were merrily running a giant clinical trial.

iigg11
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As well.
JMRPete
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Yes, and they had to mix in placebos, so a few drones could walk around and say,
"I'm vaxxed, and I'm fine!"

Normalcy Bias
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A substantial portion of COVID-19 vaccine were fake, but payments to Pfizer were
real...

Unknown
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Ursula von der Leyen bought enough for 10 shots for every EU citizen for how much
in her packet?

We will never know.  She learned that trick from being German Defense Minister
buying an IFV that only short people could drive, the H& K G 36 rifle which they got
other NATO countries to buy but ditched it themselves, the "invincible" Leopard
tank, other weapons they passed on AND OFF THE BOOKS to Ukraine.

SoDamnMad
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3 minutes ago

And EU is still hiding the secret communication between Ursula and Pfizer's
Bourla. Funny fact, his husband is a leader in a medical company which have
MRNA technology patents, so he is eligible for portion of royalties via bonus &
option program... She naturally officially disqualified herself from ''decision
making process'', but not from negotiations. 

Giant
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Funny how the clot shot was "free"... and governments would even pay to lure more
fools. But somehow no money for anything useful.

Temple of Truth
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If you live in a red state you did not get the placebo.
Spifflove
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If you lived in a red state you may have been more reluctant too take the vaxx.

Red state, unvaxxed.

From the article though forget all the R&D, political BS.

This article is stating the vaxxes were knowingly different in makeup with implied
experimentation without consent. 

THIS IS NOT COVERED BY THE EUA ISSUED BY THE FDA BIG PHARMA WAS
EXPERIMENTING ON AND NOT TREATING PEOPLE FOR COVID.

The EUA paperwork was a fraud, FDA is liable for all those experiments.

Lol you got too laugh, those experimenters never even got paid for allowing
themselves to be experimented on.

GreatUncle
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2 hours ago

Earlier analyses have shown there were 4 different dosages manufactured by Moderna
and Pfizer.  This was revealed in the FDA document dump last year.

Deplorable D
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2 hours ago

As we've suspected all along... its was a Russian Roulette "vaxxine". /Lol.

However, those that had no adverse events post-jab, should not be too happy
yet because this study did NOT actually look at the CONTENTS of the vials.

Basically, this is a data analysis to find statistically significant correlation of batches
with reported adverse events - which they did so.

In other words, they do NOT know if those "safe" batches were really placebos OR
they just happen to have much LOWER concentrations of toxic poisons / mRNA / LNP
or DIFFERENT adjuvants added.

 

Point is, there are many documented cases now, whereby the health of the
"vaxxinated" got progressively worse after each jab. The 1st jab was minor tingling in
limbs, then 2nd jab was bad headache & nausea, then 1st booster was "Long-Covid"...
and then 2nd booster becomes the final "death shot" as the toxins/spike
protein/LNP/aluminum etc. accumulates enough to kill the victim.

Of course, some of those "unlucky" enough to get a highly concentrated vial or one
with some "special" ingredient may die within minutes of his/her FIRST jab.

So, it could be a case where there were NO placebos at all, but rather huge
VARIATION in concentrations and/or contents of each batch. Those that got the less
dangerous batches may still suffer SOME (undetected) health/heart damage or
shortening of their natural lifespan but these supposedly "luckier" ones would appear
unaffected outwardly.

willisjr
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PREMIUM 2 hours ago

Placebos were reserved for politicians and other insiders

Deifele
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(((insiders)))

 

 

bannedcampsurvivor
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They’re probably upset
AtlantaJogger
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Of course there are always placebos for the same reason why not all kids have autism.
JoKe Biden
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Age of injection is a big factor as to why some kids don't have autism. And they
know this and still insist on the 12 to 18 month age bracket. I don't know why he'd
downvote you. 

1CSR2SQN
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One of the points is that the placebo might not have been a neutral substance. 
1CSR2SQN
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For some completely unexplained reason, most high level politicians, celebrities and
executives at pharma companies were all given the placebo. Totally coincidental, of course.

konputa





21 Reply

3 hours ago

Also don't forget how many of them took to social media in the beginning, all claiming
to have Covid. Like Tom Hanks and so many other Hollywood scumbags.

CoonT
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3 hours ago

Pfizer paid him and his wife alot of bucks for that I'm sure. 
FreshCoastxSW





5 Reply

3 hours ago

There was definitely a tasteless 'me too' movement at play, particularly among
stupid sheeple. That said, 'testing positive' may have been code for something else
among celebrities and public figures...

Lore
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2 hours ago

We need to have them all forcibly tested for the vaxx to resolve this.

There vaxx status is now BS.

GreatUncle
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1 hour ago

High level politicians committing a crime by taking a saline solution and carrying a
digital vaxx passport.

Not surprising.

Let the FBI as they promised go after these people with fake vaxx passes just like
Hunter Biden.

GreatUncle







4 Reply

1 hour ago

It could be there are no placebo batches.... just different ingredients and/or
concentrations in each batch /vial.

Note that many celebrities were also injured or killed. A member of the the Thai Royal
family was also in coma. after her 2nd jab I think. The Queen of England also died
during the "plandemic" but her case could be due partly to her advanced age.

 

Remember that 80% of the Israeli population also took at least 2 doses of these
"mRNA vaxxines"... and they also experienced way higher excess deaths. As such, it is
unlikely that large batches of "placebos" were sent to Israel.... because this would
appear too obvious to the international community.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35356971/

Caveat : I'm assuming Israeli authorities are NOT lying or giving false statistics on their
excess death numbers here, or that they are will not resort to killing their own kind in
order to achieve some over arching goal.

 

As for Big Pharma execs, many of them probably know its S**T, so they exempted
themselves from the start.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/07mHPTfADd1s/

 

Therefore, the only "lucky" ones are those who adamantly refuse to take these
"vaxxines" (myself included) and those "insiders"? who got themselves exempted
somehow or other.

willisjr





https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35356971/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/07mHPTfADd1s/
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dude.

 

they lied about the 6 gorrillion for decades.

even the plaque at Auschwitz shows less than HALF that fake number, further
significantly reduced by red cross records and the Auschwitz death books. all the
post war trial testimony from key german military was a product of widespread
torture.

they still used it to create more holocausts in the middle east and other places.

what won’t these scum lie about?

 https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/d2bf57d506bba5c813df48e0bdb5a96e0ba
8a4023a9d13371ba116e576a87278.jpg 
https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/ded567afef793a5207f7905064da6dc395da1
471b0a1d44cef653df141fd9b69.jpg 
https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/4ac469217f6cefe8dffab4be5d5712e6f90417
e1c7ec0899f21ca5f695639e09.jpg 
https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/5981b60ef440d4764917bb075b6301f27591
8c70c32f495578e76b4f55c2b890.jpg 
https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/18c24ce2661eec915beebaebab63bee99491
f98f420db03ce74e19b1f0e9c4ef.jpg 
https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/463f445f7a19808819f90a4ab594de067a0ca
f13bfa58f2c11c2f8dd4b04d8fc.jpg

 

 

 

 

bannedcampsurvivor
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A particularly amusing video was "Sir" (vomit) Anthony Hopkins virtue signaling and
getting his c0vid shot.

The video wasn't edited properly and hilariously showed that the needle was actually
behind his arm, and then the "nurse" plunged the poison off to the side.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBLEKOww80I

Normalcy Bias
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rephrased for accuracy

 

For some completely unexplained reason, most (((high level politicians))), (((celebrities)))
and (((executives))) at (((pharma companies))) were all given the placebo.

Totally cohencidental, of course.

 

 

bannedcampsurvivor
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A lot of people have suspected this sort of thing for a long time.  Some people were entirely
unaffected by the vaccines and others died nearly immediately.

hiftobaf
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Yup. purposely done. When one guy goes sick, the other say "I am all great,.. so it is
not a "vaxx" that caused it."

Woke-Talkie





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBLEKOww80I
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There are political agendas being pushed on both sides.

I don't trust rabid anti-vaxxers and their bullshit any more than the vax pimps.

GenXXL
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This downvote brought to you by Scientology.
GenXXL
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These aren't vaccines.
ReadyForHillary
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Are you aware that there has never been double blind studies with vaccines?

With out a double blind study with a placebo group there is no way to tell if the
"vaccine" works or how dangerous it is. 

This means that vaccines as we know them are nothing more than  snake oil. 

And not just snake oil,  but dangerous snake oil. 

This is of course very convenient for the vile criminal gang that control the pharma
corps. 

The big diet - it's coming
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2 hours ago (Edited)

Being anti-mRNA inoculation does not make someone a rabid anti-vaxxer.  It makes
them aware. There was ample evidence these particular drugs were dangerous.  Drs
Malone, Yeadon, and Bhakdi were very public about this in 2020.  The idea of
different dosages came from the manufacturers themselves in the court-ordered
document release from the FDA.  Also from those documents is the admission from
Moderna that the "m" does not stand for "messenger", but actually "modified". 
Moderna acknowledged in 2020 their drug was gene therapy and not a vaccine, as
there was no antigen in the drug.  It was later that the FDA and WHO changed the
definition of "vaccine".

Deplorable D
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The mainstream media has for years been  promoting mass vaccination. 

That is where 99%  of Americans get their information  about  vaccines.

These same vile scum have been proven to have lied on every big event that's
ever happened

Why would you trust them with their pro vaccine propaganda?

The big diet - it's coming
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What gender are you today, crazy person?
Elusive_Freedom
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3 minutes ago (Edited)

Lol. Upvoted.
Lightening
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17 minutes ago

AstraZeneca and J&J are adenoviral vector DNA technology. Pfizer and Moderna are
mRNA technology. All of these gene therapies code the body to make the spike
protein, the lethal part of the virus. And it’s produced for an uncontrolled amount of
time, at an uncontrolled quantity. The LNP lipid nanoparticle hydrogel transports it to
vital organs via the endothelium. 

The blood clots that are forming in these jabbed individuals contain the spike
proteins and they are literally folding into the clots making amyloid structures.
Amyloidosis may play a role in some neurodegenerative diseases.

https://rumble.com/v1fffdn-dr.-mccullough-these-are-the-riskiest-products-ever-
conceived-for-mass-admi.html

Note: Peter McCullough, M.D. is a world renown cardiologist with over 1,000
publications as well as 660 citations in the National Library of Medicine. He’s also
board certified in internal medicine and epidemiology.

Anyone that still can’t connect the dots after three years is intellectually challenged.
Good luck with that. 

 

Z Free
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It will take 10 years or more to know if you're unaffected as they still don't know the
long term effects. Some will die "suddenly" others may be looking forward to a slow,
agonising, death

Capn Balz
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Dr. Ryan Cole is working on a new lab assay that will help the jabbed detect their
risk levels in advance. 

Z Free





https://rumble.com/v1fffdn-dr.-mccullough-these-are-the-riskiest-products-ever-conceived-for-mass-admi.html
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I also heard 2 years ago , there was a zip code distribution system with the vaccine. certain
zip code got the bad batch and others got placibos on purpose 

Lepino
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Why am I not surprised.  Specific culling.
FreshCoastxSW
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This aligns with the belief that there were multiple batches/types for each vaccine.  Since it
was truly a live experiment, this would actually be the scientific thing to do in order to see
how the general population reacts to different levels of whatever the F is in those jabs.

ledhead1789
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Worth noting that in this case the control group was retained while in the formal, public
test it was eliminated.  Things that make you go WTF!?!

Quasi at the Quackadero
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How are we coming along with that? Apparently, we're not headed directly toward
the extinction event that some feared...?  

Lore

whatever the F is in those jabs.
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2 hours ago (Edited)

Don't think it won't happen yet as the mRNA technology is being used for many
drugs now under the false premise they are vaccines.  Even Moderna acknowledges
this distinction. Moderna’s Q2 2020 filing with the Securities and Exchange
Commission acknowledged that mRNA is “considered a gene therapy product by
the FDA.” 

If I were to plan a large scale culling, then I would not do it all at once.  I would do it
slowly.  Documents from the FDA dump in 2022 show the drug companies used 4
different dosages in their manufacture process.  Now the revelation their were also a
large number of placebo batches is pretty strong evidence of some other motivation.

Deplorable D
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Let’s not forget those fine people who willingly sacrifice every shred of their integrity to tell
us that the Covid vaccine was both safe and effective. 

CingRed
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They can all rot in hell. 
Fishtowner
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An interesting experiment: Go to a non-Google search engine and type in the name of
any major newsreader you see night after night then add "CFR membership". If the
search engine has not been totally corrupted, the answers may NOT surprise you.

I fully expect this to stay up only as long as it is unnoticed by the mods.

Kagemusho





https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1682852/000168285220000017/mrna-20200630.htm
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I believe Cliff High was saying this a couple years ago...and it would make perfect sense
because the narrative soon switched to a miracle single injection to taking a regular series of
them for life. This would assure you would eventually get a hot dose. In addition the people
not killed or maimed in the Russian Roulette experiment could say look at me. I'm fine. The
poor saps who stroked out were just bad luck or a coincidence. You could not and would
not roll out a genocide program to the normies and give them all the same poison in one Jim
Jones kool aid drank. You would want to spread it out over time and of course to normalize
it you start by saying it's a single injection cure and then you go to a series and then you go
to boosters. 100% logical way to get the most hot doses in arms because you need to get
as many roaches in the roach motel.

Dr. Gonzo
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Ahhh, good ole fashioned logic at work.  Well done.
Giant Meteor
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Sgt York explained it. 

You got a flock o turkeys, which one you shoot first?  Pusher? 

 Pusher " the general turkey, up front".

No...you shoot the one in the rear. The rest will get spooked, but not see him drop.
Work your way up to the front..

NoPension
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and they got paid billions for it. Pfizer is a criminal enterprise period

 

 

Lepino
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They were calculating how deadly the "vaccines" were.

An Indian Dr. did a few videos last year. The naming conventions for the batches of moderna
and pfizer show that the companies knew before naming the batches that some would be
more deadly than others, because one of the letters in the batch code changes from a to b
to c etc as the batches become more deadly.

FOREKNOWLEDGE that they were murdering people.

Baer Creighton
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Ha catch 22! 

If the shots saved lives then the fake one left the subject venerable.

If the shot are deadly then they left the subjects to die.

So witch one do they hang for?

LouTurks
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Give 'em a bunch of shots in a row and see what happens.  You know, for science
and all...

MaF
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All the pharma execs, politicians, and wealth got safe placebos. Everyone else got sterilized
and infected with the cancer mRNA. The people in the safety tests probably also all got
placebos.

TacoNasty
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One notable exception: Gavin Newsom.  Evidently he got a mild case of Guillain-Barre
Syndrome after his vaxx & missed some big-deal environmental confab.

Dabooda
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2 hours ago (Edited)

They didn't bother with the low level trash as they're easily replaceable.
Temple of Truth
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Another conspiracy theory...

+ 18 months

= TRUTH

2banana
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I'm a coincidence theorist now.
I_dunno_fly_normal
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3 hours ago

Looks like the French gave the placebos to their refugee population .. with unintended
consequences; they seem to have retained their vigor.

Rusticus
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3 hours ago

That wasn’t unintentional.
Spifflove
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2 hours ago

France's refugee problem is pretty small compared to their homegrown Arab
problem.   The koranimals policing the no go zones and burning stuff were mostly
born and raised by Arab parents in France.   

TBT or not TBT







10 2 Reply

3 hours ago

People were grouped up and given different dosages- ranging from harmless placebos, all
the way to toxic 'over-dose' dosages, that leaked spike protein all throughout the body. I've
no doubt that there was a virus; as well as a 'sweet spot' injection dosage that may have
provided some benefit. Now that being said..

 

The "vaccine" mass injection program was a medical experiment, that tricked and then
used people like Guinea pigs.

 

Any idiot that agreed to that injection, deserves what they get. Get fekked, you weak-willed
pussies.

CoonT
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2 hours ago

What a load of bollo you spout!
DogPox
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Vaccine Russian Roulette 
FreshCoastxSW
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2 hours ago (Edited)

Of course.  It would be too obvious If everyone became ill and died at one time after taking
their vaxx.  

The real batches were rolled out to geographical areas where political enemies of the RICO
mafia reside.    

Xena fobe
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1 hour ago

That can be shown by a heat map of side effects. Its very telling.

I_dunno_fly_normal

The real batches were rolled out to geographical areas
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Just as many had suspected …
Giant Meteor
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2 hours ago

I'm certain the politicians getting their jabs on TEEVEE got the placebo.
Krink26
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3 hours ago

You are the clinical trial 
Pizza the Hutt
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2 hours ago

I'm in the control group, thankfully.
konputa
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Gates said omicron was a great vaccine.    Did you get that one?
TBT or not TBT
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They can put in whatever they want. Your "placebo" may not activate for a decade. 
spanish inquisition
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Depends what was in placebo. Just saline? Or just missing mRNA? The lipid delivery
system has also been shown to be quite bad for you.

3-fingered_chemist
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2 hours ago (Edited)

Without any QC, even the saline is suspect. You were a fool if you put your arm out
for this crime of the ages.

Shillelagh Pog
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1 hour ago

The placebo batches were made specifically for the elite classes.
I.M.Notamoose
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1 hour ago

Placebos are created so when side effects show up then they can claim its not the vaccine,
people with placebos get no side effects but are registered as vaccinated and believe
themselves to be vaccinated. Its a big con game.

 

Dor358
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55 minutes ago

this +1000
Perfidious Albion





8 Reply
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placebos?

Well then...  you have evidence this WAS an engineered and evil operation .

_0000_
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This was already known here in the U.S.. I read several articles on this, but of course if you
tried to find it on The mainstream News it was non existent, same as this article, not allowed
on Television, only available on Right Wing internet.

mkszhn
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2 hours ago

Some Pfizer Vaccine Batches In The EU Were Placebos, Say Scientists.

- Yep. Obviously the batch that the "elites" and "celebrities" were administered on camera.

TinTin
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2 hours ago

They're not elites they're criminals. 
The big diet - it's coming
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PREMIUM 2 hours ago

Parasites or monsters would also be acceptable. 

JoeyChernenko
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Placebo was there to not give away the Killer Game.

And what is the reaction of the Western DEMOCRATIC governments ?

Silence

LA_Goldbug
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PREMIUM 2 hours ago

Cover up.

LouTurks
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Placebos are the stuff of clinical trials - everyone who took the jab was a guinea pig of
Phase 3 safety and efficacy trials.  Just a lab rat to be sacrificed.

JSG
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Today , July 1st is canada day  

i demand an article about canada 

Sincerely 

Pizza the Hutt 

Pizza the Hutt
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2 hours ago

Canada Day ... ?
ReadyForHillary
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2 hours ago

Yes , its our day 
Pizza the Hutt
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2 hours ago

For what?
ReadyForHillary
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2 hours ago

Dependence day.
Woke-Talkie
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2 hours ago

Canadians are nice enough, they can have an upvote.
ReadyForHillary
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2 hours ago

Canada used to be great,  it isn't anymore 
Pizza the Hutt
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2 hours ago

I miss OV Splits.
DayWear
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What Is Canada Day?

Originally called “Dominion Day,” Canada Day (French: Fête du Canada) is the
national day of Canada, commemorating the unification of the three North
American British colonies into one confederation: New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, and the Province of Canada (which was made up of parts of modern-
day Ontario, Quebec, and Labrador).

https://www.almanac.com/content/canada-day

Giant Meteor
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The Brits made the mistake of letting some of the French remain.
ReadyForHillary
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The day Canada was allowed to have freedom from their captors, unlike fighting for it
like a real country.  It still shows.

Post_Ranger
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2 hours ago

Always knew this. I'll bet the ranch a certain country in the middle east received 100%
placebo.

cielukman
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All the VIPs got the "placebo" (saline) that's a given. 
Sgt. Schultz
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2 hours ago

Many vaxtards are going to be pissed to learn they got the placebo.. 
MX_DOGG





https://www.almanac.com/content/canada-day


6 Reply

2 hours ago

Maybe those private texts between Ursula von der Leyen and Albert Bourla could shed
some light on the profit margin involved in selling saline water marked as a vaccine.

Perhaps some forensics of her offshore bank accounts would also be helpful.

Rabbi Zero





6 Reply

PREMIUM 2 hours ago

It doesn't mean they were all harmless. Were only 24 months into this wordwide medical
experiment.

Ed Dowd is teasing that his groups new data are showing a 25 sigma rise in Hemaetological
disease.

This isn't over, it's really only the beginning if you figure it's a 10 yr study to determine the
effects of this product.

russellthetreeman
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PREMIUM 2 hours ago

 

Edward Dowd

 

@DowdEdward

Hey Doctors out there…is 25 sigma above trend too high for Haematological System
disorders? ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ We are going to need your help on our next report. The so called
governmental health authorities won’t be able to run from this data. Stay tuned.

6:45 PM · Jun 29, 2023

·

218.8K

Views

russellthetreeman





https://twitter.com/DowdEdward
https://twitter.com/DowdEdward
https://twitter.com/DowdEdward/status/1674594888242036737


6 1 Reply

2 hours ago

This also confirms that the entire pandemic was fake...if they were satisfied handing out
worthless placebos...

Brian107
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Yup, and no one will go to prison.
Big Sexy
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2 hours ago (Edited)

Your missing the bigger picture.

There was NO WAY billions of doses could have been made for round one.

Just no way. There were not enough facilities to produce it.

THAT is why boosters were deployed.

You see, in round one, yes, vax went out. And where they could not cover, the placebo
went out.

Now, how do you continue to canvas and deploy? You tell the rubes a booster is
needed and is critical.

Now, you vax a pocket where last time you administered placebos. 

Rinse and repeat and 70% of the jackasses in North America are poisoned. 

 

Doesn't that make more sense? The evil fucks had a well sourced and detailed plan.

TBH, I'm doing OK now that the oppressive festivities are over. Did NOT get vaxxed.

I really don't have too much of a dog in this hunt. I guess the vaxxies are going to lay
down and take it, though. Good little sheep that they are.

I_dunno_fly_normal
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2 hours ago

There is plenty enough evidence to move on to Nuremberg ..

If those jabs were not crimes against humanity, with its overwhelming evidence of harms
done, nothing else is ..

Giant Meteor
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Nuremberg was nothing more than a Soviet style show trial designed to legitimize  US
involvement in destroying Germany. 

Torture was used to get confessions. 

All we know about WW2 is warmonger propaganda. 

The big diet - it's coming
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2 hours ago (Edited)

Well, seeing how this is a rhetorical exercise at this point and time, with little hint of
anything  substantive actually moving forward, I would say it don’t much matter, …

But what is known, is that massive crimes against humanity has occurred .. (not a
new story.) 

So from my view, call any global movement or tribunal, or a reckoning anything you
like. Until it actually happens, it is meaningless ..

 

Giant Meteor
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The same vile filth that did 911/anthrax false flag attack are behind the covid
fraud.  

Get them and we might be able to save the Republic. 

It's not too hard to figure out who they are. 

The big diet - it's coming
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Strangely, this is exactly what they would do if they were carrying out a medical experiment.

Some get the real thing and the control groups get the placebo.

Dollarmedes
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More likely a mass killing of non-connected schmucks. 

The criminal gang and their minions got the saline. 

 

The big diet - it's coming
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Funny method of bribing the necessary parts of society to propagate the largest Mengele
medical experiments since WW2. Sold outs who opted for placebo but pushed gene therapy
of regular people need to be publically exposed and ...

rizzo
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3 hours ago

Funny that they figured this out from the absence of adverse effects in the yellow batches
and not from the presence of Covid infections that one would expect with a placebo!

Goldcrest
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3 hours ago (Edited)

Dr. Dyker:  "Hmm... I dare say good fellow, I wonder what happened with this experiment?? 
I will continue to have faith in the good will of my fellow man."

Dr. Bruce Banner:   "HULK SMASH!!!!"

Im Not Sure
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"You Volunteered..."
espirit
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1 hour ago

the elites and connected all got placebos.  Its the common people that got this terrible
vaccine. I read Kentucky has 20 times the vaccine deaths than CA and NY

MICHAEL S
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I believe it's been reported that the majority of the bad batches in the US went to Red
states.

BigDawgz
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1 hour ago

Anyone who was foolish enough to roll up their sleeve and get these shots should be
praying they got saline.

GoodyGumdrops
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yeah, but alot of people were forced to keep their jobs. I feel awful  for them
MICHAEL S
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My husband lost his job for not agreeing to their BS "testing/vaccine" policy. He was
the only one who wouldn't submit and I'm so proud of him.

And guess what? He found another job. Life goes on. Faith over fear.

GoodyGumdrops
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Said differently, "this was one helluva big experiment."
Pro_sanity
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The good news is they weren't trying to kill 30% of you.
BangDingOw
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Something eerily similar was noticed in Slovenia less than two years ago -

< According to Slovenia[n] media sources, the head nurse of the University Medical
Center in Ljubljana has come out to claim that you have a one in three chance of
receiving a "death" jab that will give you cancer, if you take the covid-19 vaccine in that
country....she has resigned out of disgust...

"The vials she showed had codes on the labels, each containing 1, 2, or 3 digits in the
code. She then explained the meaning of those numbers. Number 1 is placebo, saline.
Number 2 is classical RNA. The number 3 is an RNA stick that contains the oncogene
associated with the adenovirus, which contributes to the development of cancer. For these
vials, number 3 says that people who receive it within 2 years will have soft tissue cancer."
She said she has personally witnessed the vaccination of many elites with the liquid
number 1 jab. >
https://www.newsfromtheperimeter.com/home/2021/11/24/slovenia-nurse-claims-there-are-
3-types-of-vaccine-vials-one-is-a-death-jab

late in the game superspreader
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Look up in the sky! UFOs! Aliens!
Fishtowner
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Maybe you could persuade them that to visit earth, they wouldn't be safe without a
shot or 6 of Pfizers best and efficacious mRNA cure all.

Crock
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I have a friend they told her she has cancer. She felt fine. Starts cancer treatment. Still feels
fine. I told her she doesn't have cancer and she is getting a placebo. Money, money, money.
Doctors are quacks.

mynameisnobody





https://www.newsfromtheperimeter.com/home/2021/11/24/slovenia-nurse-claims-there-are-3-types-of-vaccine-vials-one-is-a-death-jab
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LOL

Trust the science! Trust the government!

DayWear
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OK! 

* takes shot of mystery killjuice*

Pizza the Hutt
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When they say “safe and effective,” they were talking about the placebos. 
 

Those were some damn fine placebos. 

Stormblessed
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Isn't that malpractice? Giving you a shot that they say is one thing and then giving you a
different thing?

Miniminer1
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3 hours ago

I believe there is a loophole for vaccines ...placebos aren't new.  But the poison has
changed. 

FreshCoastxSW
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In the US the EUA protected them from liability.  Normally that would only apply to
unexpected side affects, but as we have seen the Obiden  administration is very
'flexible' interpreting these things.

Quasi at the Quackadero
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That's why you'll never see Comirnity on the market.
Shillelagh Pog
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Yes. Unless they consented to participate in such a trial, which they did not. This is a
crime against humanity, coerced human experimentation.

ReadyForHillary
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They willingly took part in an experiment because they are fools.  
Xena fobe
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